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City Response is in RED 

 

1.  The Project Scope indicates “stabilizing and widening the edges of Avenue H (from 10th Street to 
Jackrabbit Road) extending throughout the length of Mesquite Street”.  We are not clear if this 
means that Avenue H will get widened all the way from 10th to Jackrabbit Road or from 10th to 
Mesquite and then all of Mesquite, or both.  Please clarify. 

 

Preliminary Engineering will include stabilizing and widening the whole length of Avenue H from 10th 
Street to Jackrabbit and then the whole length of Mesquite. 

TxDOT portion only includes 10th Street to Mesquite and then all of Mesquite.  (The City may be 
interested in completed the remainder of Avenue H at the time of the project construction or a future 
date.) 

 

2. Is it anticipated that additional right-of-way, easements, or temporary construction easements 
will need to be acquired for this work?   

It is not anticipated, a survey of Avenue H was completed by ACS showing that there is enough ROW to 
complete the project.  

 

3. Will 10-foot wide sidewalk be constructed on one or both sides of Avenue H?  If only one side, 
which side?  

 

 

The 10ft path is anticipated to work best on the North Side (Westbound lane).  

 

4. There are significant drainage swales on both sides of Avenue H.  Is the intent to maintain this 
drainage as open channel or install storm sewer?  Available ROW may limit the ability to 
maintain surface drainage and have a 10-foot sidewalk. 

 



 

It is expected that the drainage will remain open.  The City would like to consider improvement 
especially where Mesquite and Avenue H connect.  

 

5. Will all of the limits of Avenue H get an asphalt overlay on the entire road (similar to the Old 
Nolanville Rd Project)? 

Yes 

 

6. Are there any pavement improvements (curb, overlay, widening, etc.) planned for Mesquite, or 
does it only consist of striping the shared use path? 

 

 

Ideally, ribbon curbing would be added to Mesquite.  There is an overlay from Paveway Systems that we 
would like to consider to mark the shared use path.  Additional pavement overlay is not anticipated. 

 

7. Project schedule indicates letting the project in FY 21 and constructing in FY 22.  Does that mean 
that the project needs to advertise by August 2021?   

 

Yes, advertise in August 2021 and construct January 2022.  However, Advanced Funding Agreement is 
still pending from TxDOT.  

8. The number for the bid shows as 2019-040 in public notices, but on the NOI document is listed 
as 2019-010.  Which number is correct? 

 

2019-040 is the number that will be used for this NOI.  Proposals with 2019-010 will still be accepted.  
This will ensure future public information requests are referencing the number used to advertise the 
NOI.  


